
The mechatronic objects diagnostics  

based on the fuzzy logic 

 

Introduction 

Many organizations spend an excessive amount of capital funds to replace 

equipment that failed far earlier than it should have. If routine maintenance is 

continually deferred due to production demands or resource limitations, the organization 

is in fact mortgaging the future value of the asset—taking the capital value from the 

future and spending it today. The end result is a wasted asset that must be replaced. The 

financial result is excessive write-off expenses and a requirement for a constant infusion 

of new capital. 

Organizations that place a priority on reliability recognize that newer is not 

necessarily better, and that a small amount of investment in routine care can pay big 

dividends in extended equipment life. This frees up capital to be used for more 

productive purposes, such as expansion or to implement new technology. 

Mechatronic objects require providing of a high-level functioning quality and 

reliability. This requirement is more topical in the case when performance of task 

conjugated with danger of losses in human lives or considerable financial investments 

depends on how system works. A conversion from fixed-schedule maintenance and 

repair to the repair according to the real technical state is a reliability enhancement 

reserve. Using this maintenance strategy requires wide application of devices and 

methods of diagnostics.  

 

Multilevel hierarchical structure of mechatronic objects 

 

The term “Mechatronic object” (MO) is a superconcept which covers a wide class 

of technical systems from mechatronic modules (MM) to mechatronic complex systems 

(MCS). A multilevel hierarchical structure of a MO is shown in Figure 1. MCS consists 

of mechatronic complexes (MC). MS consists of mechatronic systems (MS). MS 



consists of MM. Each of the elements of the hierarchical structure may be considered as 

a MO. 

 

Figure 1 – Multilevel hierarchical structure of mechatronic objects 

 

For example production department of MCS consists of a row of MC 

interconnected by the unified information system. In the department one can mark out a 

row of MC which consists of NC machine tools, manipulating robots and transport 

robots. Machining centers, NC machine tools and robots consist of MM. MM consist of 

functional elements: microcontroller, sensors, operating drives. 

To diagnose the MO which are on different levels of the hierarchical structure a 

single methodology subject to functioning features and interaction with other MO is 

required. This methodology can be formatted as a fuzzy rule-based inference system. 

A rule base for diagnostics of mechatronic objects is based on the logical-

linguistic principle. Fuzzy logic has been chosen for diagnostics of MO because 

information different by nature is used, different processes in MO have different time 

scale, objects work in different modes and have different degradation rate of elements in 

elements of different physical nature. As a result of these effects and of the enormous 

information content the use of statistical methods is complicated. The presence of 

different types of uncertainty in MO at the same time makes it necessary to use fuzzy 

logic for the decision making because it allows to consider available types of 

uncertainty equally and to reveal the technical state changing trend of MO.  Fuzzy rule-
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based inference system for diagnostics of mechatronic objects which have multilevel 

hierarchical structure and which are based on the modular approach is considered. 

 

1st level – MCS level. 

IF (MC1 – functional) AND (MC2 – functional) AND … AND (MCn – 

functional) AND (information channels between mechatronic complexes – functional) 

THEN (MCS – functional). 

2nd level – MC level. 

IF (MS1 – functional) AND (MS2 – functional) AND … AND (MSn – 

functional) AND (information channels between mechatronic systems – functional) 

THEN (MC – functional). 

3rd level – MS level. 

IF (MM1 – functional) AND (MM2 – functional) AND … AND (MSn – 

functional) AND (information channels between mechatronic modules – functional) 

THEN (MS – functional). 

4th level – MM level. 

IF (MM energy channel – functional) AND (MM energy channel – functional) 

THEN (MM – functional). 

5th level – level of the MM energy channel. 

IF (power source – functional) AND (electric transducer – functional) AND 

(electromechanical converter (electropneumatic or electrohydraulic) – functional) AND 

(power electric circuits – functional) AND (mechanic transducer – functional) THEN 

(energy channel – functional). 

6th level – level of the MM information channel. 

IF (Sensor1 – functional) AND (Sensor2 – functional) AND … AND (Sensor n – 

functional) AND (Microcontroller – functional) AND (Driver – functional)  THEN 

(MM information channel – functional). 

7th level – level of MM functional elements. 

Rule base on the level of MM functional elements is built on basis of the 

elements functioning features research and defects propagation in the elements. 



Diagnostics of MM functional elements allows to assign functionality of power 

source, electric transducer, electromechanical transducer, power electric circuits, 

mechanic transducer, sensors, microcontroller, driver. 

The sensor functionality is tested using comparison of the output signal from 

reserve sensors. Shortcoming of this approach: increase of the cost, mass, outer 

dimensions. Thanks to progress in sensors miniaturization and decrease in their value 

the meaning of this shortcoming goes down. 

The microcontroller functionality is assigned with the help of the other 

microcontroller. In the definite time intervals the main microcontroller outputs status 

signals of the running control program to the second microcontroller. If the signal 

doesn’t come then the second microcontroller takes control and sends an error message 

about the defect of the main microcontroller. If the main microcontroller is functional, 

the second microcontroller executes function of MM functional elements diagnosing 

and sends to the main microcontroller their status information in the given time 

intervals.  Thus the MM control and diagnostics system can be considered as a 

multiagent one consisting of two agents which communicate to each other and secure 

defect resistance of the control system. 

The driver functionality is assigned according to the amount of current flowing 

through power transistors. The functionality of the electromechanical transducer (motor) 

is assigned according to the amount of current, vibration and the temperature. 

A fuzzy rule-based inference system for diagnostics of the electromechanical 

transducer (motor): 

IF ((amount of current – rated) AND (vibration value – low) AND (temperature 

value – low) THEN (electromechanical transducer state – good). 

IF (amount of current – high) THEN (electromechanical transducer state – 

satisfactory). 

IF (vibration value – middle) THEN (electromechanical transducer state – 

satisfactory). 

IF (temperature value – middle) THEN (electromechanical transducer state – 

satisfactory). 



IF (amount of current – very high) THEN (electromechanical transducer state – 

unsatisfactory). 

IF (vibration value – high) THEN (electromechanical transducer state – 

unsatisfactory). 

IF (temperature value – high) THEN (electromechanical transducer state – 

unsatisfactory). 

Vibration, current and temperature data are the results of the appropriate values 

measurement. 

Thus a fuzzy rule-based inference system for diagnostics of mechatronics object 

is considered. The suggested fuzzy rule-based inference system for diagnostics of the 

concrete object is transforming into an extended rule base subject to the concrete defects 

and functioning features. 

 

Fuzzy logic application for diagnostics, remaining life calculation and 

maintenance and repair planning 

 

It is necessary to use stationary diagnoctic systems which work in automatic 

mode to increase the diagnostics reliability. Using of cheap diagnostic devices with the 

possibility of data recording and transferring of this data to the PC is possible. It is 

reasonable to create fuzzy logic databases and decision-making systems on the PC for 

technical state estimation, remaining life calculation, maintenance and repair planning, 

for what is necessary to create a functionality model of bears and other details. 

Eg in a logical-linguistic bears functionality model are used three linguistic input 

variables setting collision momentum level and a collision momentum value increment 

in the given time interval – low value, medium value, high value, and three linguistic 

output variables defining the technical state: good state, satisfactory state (initial stage 

of failure, small defects), unsatisfactory state (serious defects reducing to bear failure). 

When detecting MM defects, control is going on with a glance to the degree of 

the defects development and prediction of execution possibility of the control objective. 

Information about defects is sent to an operator and to the higher control level.  



There are a lot of bearing units situated in electric motors, shaft bearings of 

automatic lines, ventilators, pumps, redactors, rotor systems working in tough terms, in 

MO. Rolling bearings work under different loads, rotary velocities, in corrosive medium 

conditions so there is a wide spacing of their operational life. Even if one bearing fails it 

results in an emergency stop of the whole technological process what reduces to a big 

harm. The used system of scheduled-preventive maintenances is not quite effective as it 

doesn’t exclude emergency stops because of separate parts failures, while some units 

don’t reach the end of their service life. So it is necessary to build a system of 

maintenance and repair of mechatronic objects based on diagnostic of bearings and 

other parts and also on technical state prediction. 

Periodical diagnostics is carried out by bearings vibration measurement within 

time, then the vibration measurement results are either transformed into a spectrum or 

collision moments quantities values are normalized. Spectrum analysis is more labor-

intensive, it has lesser noise stability, requires greater computational resources and it 

changes considerably when changing modes of operation – rotary velocity and the load. 

Collision momentums analysis on a high frequency is devoid of these disadvantages and 

is used in some diagnostic systems, e.g. in systems and devices of the SPM company. 

The substance of this approach is vibration measurement in the high-frequency range, 

its normalization depending on the rotary velocity and dimensions of a bearing, 

comparison of the normalized value of collision momentums with threshold values, 

trend analysis of how the collision momentums values change. 

Limits characterizing technical state are known: between good and satisfactory 

one – 20 dB, between satisfactory and unsatisfactory one – 35 dB. Limits characterizing 

remaining life are defined. If a bearing reached less than 60% of its service life so the 

remaining life is defined as big. If a bearing reached from 60% to 80% of its service life 

so the remaining life is defined as medium. If a bearing reached more than 80% of its 

service life so the remaining life is defined as small. Collision momentum value 

increment is defined as small, if collision momentum value increases with less than 2 

dB between measurements in the defined time interval, e.g. a week. Collision 

momentum value increment is defined as medium, if collision momentum value 

increases from 2 dB to 5 dB between measurements in the defined time interval. 



Collision momentum value increment is defined as high, if collision momentum value 

increases with more than 5 dB between measurements in the defined time interval. 

Medium value of the collision momentum can be caused by bad lubrication, assembly 

mistakes. High value of the collision momentum can be caused by foreign particles in 

lubricant. 

A fuzzy rule-based inference system for bearings diagnostics: 

IF (value of the shock pulse – low (up to 20 dB)) THEN (bearing state – good). 

IF (value of the shock pulse – medium (from 20 to 35 dB)) THEN (bearing state – 

satisfactory). 

IF (value of the shock pulse – high (over 35 dB)) AND (collision momentum 

value increment – medium (from 2 to 5 dB)) THEN (bearing state – satisfactory). 

IF (value of the shock pulse – high (over 35 dB)) AND (collision momentum 

value increment – high (over 5 dB)) THEN (bearing state – unsatisfactory). 

 

 

The fuzzy rule-based inference system for remaining life estimation is 

constructed on the basis of the fuzzy rule-based inference system for bearings 

diagnostics. 

 

IF (value of the shock pulse – low (up to 20 dB)) THEN (remaining life – big (is 

not calculated)). 

IF (value of the shock pulse – medium (from 20 to 35 dB)) THEN (remaining life 

– medium). 

 

The medium remaining life is calculated by a formula 

  ,007.04.0 слiост tBNt          (1) 

where остt  – remaining life of rolling bearings; 

слt  – working life of rolling bearings; 

iBN  – normed collision momentum value at the point of time i. 

1iBN  – normed collision momentum value at the point of time i-1. 



Value of a collision momentum quantity depends on bearing rotating frequency 

and bearing inner ring diameter. 

BCBBN ii  ,          (2) 

where iBN  – normed collision momentum value at the point of time i; 

iB  – measured collision momentum value at the point of time i. 

BC  – correction value depending on bearing rotating frequency and its inner 

diameter. 

IF (value of the shock pulse – high (over 35 dB)) AND (collision momentum 

value increment – medium (from 2 to 5 dB)) THEN (remaining life – medium). 

IF (value of the shock pulse – high (over 35 dB)) AND (collision momentum 

value increment – high (over 5 dB)) THEN (remaining life – small). 

Small remaining life is calculated by a formula 

  слiост tBNt  003.03.0          (3) 

 

On the basis of the fuzzy rule-based inference system for remaining life 

estimation and analysis of its failure effects is constructed on the fuzzy rule-based 

inference system for remaining life estimation. 

IF (remaining life – small) AND (failure effects – emergency stop) AND 

(estimated time space before halt – medium or high) THEN (recommended time space 

before halt – small). 

IF (remaining life – medium) AND (failure effects – emergency stop) AND 

(estimated time space before halt – small) THEN (recommended time space before halt 

– medium). 

IF (remaining life – medium) AND (failure effects – emergency stop) AND 

(estimated time space before halt – big) THEN (recommended time space before halt – 

medium). 

IF (remaining life – big) AND (failure effects – emergency stop) AND (estimated 

time space before halt – small or medium) THEN (recommended time space before halt 

– medium). 

IF (remaining life – small) AND (failure effects – not emergency stop) THEN 

(change is recommended during the next planned halt). 



 

For each concrete organization the planned time space before halt is a concrete 

value which depends on organization level of repair services, relations with providers, 

delivery time of spare parts. 

The following correction algorithm of the time of the next planned halt for 

maintenance and repair, and also for forming a set of functional elements for their 

maintenance and exchange, is suggested. 

On the basis of diagnostic results ост
it is defined – remaining life of all the 

functional elements. 

t is calculated – lifetime of a mechatronic objects till the next planned halt for 

maintenance and repair, and there is carried out comparison of a remaining life minimal 

value остtmin
 with lifetime till the next planned halt for maintenance and repair t  among 

the functional elements. 

If остtmin
 < t – minimal value of the remaining life among the functional elements 

is less than left running time till the next planned halt, and failure effects are able to 

cause an emergency stop, so time of the next planned halt for maintenance and repair is 

changed and it should be less than the minimal value of the remaining life among the 

functional elements. 

Comparison of the remaining life values of all the functional elements остt  with 

running time till the next planned halt for maintenance and repair is carried out. If остt  < 

t – minimal value of the functional elements remaining life is less than left running 

time till the next planned halt and failure effects of the current functional element are 

not able to cause an emergency stop, so exchange of this element is scheduled for the 

next planned halt for the maintenance and repair. 

If the remaining life of a functional element is more than left running time till the 

next planned halt and its failure effects are able to cause an emergency stop, and K<1 is 

true, so exchange of this element is scheduled for the next planned halt for the 

maintenance and repair. 
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where остt  – the remaining life of functional elements; 

t  – time till the next planned halt; 

срt – average time between the planned halts (interval between halts). 

If the remaining life of functional elements is more than left running time till the 

next planned halt or its failure effects are not able to cause an emergency stop, to 

continue functioning with periodic diagnostics. 

If the remaining life of a functional element is more than the left running time till 

the next planned halt and its failure effects are able to cause an emergency stop, and 

K>1 is true, to continue functioning with periodic diagnostics. 

Knowledge of the MO remaining life allows to predict emergency stops and to 

schedule the maintenance and repair. After the next maintenance and repair, 

maintenance plan correction and repair is carried out. 

 

Conclusions 

 

A distinctive feature of examined questions of the MO diagnostics is system 

approach to diagnostics of MO multilevel hierarchical structure. MO technical state 

results are used to estimate the MO remaining life, and the remaining life value and MO 

failure effects estimation – for repair and maintenance system scheduling. Fuzzy rule 

bases for diagnostics of MO, their remaining life estimation and halt scheduling are 

worked out. The developed rule bases and algorithms are the basis of the intelligent MO 

diagnostic system software. 
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